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Action taken report regarding
Effecting of 2 lakhs agricultural service connection
The Government of Tamil Nadu have announced that 2 lakh new
pumpset connections would be extended to farmers whose applications
are pending for more than 10 years.
Accordingly, TNEB has worked out the plans so as to ensure that
the above scheme has been programmed to

be implemented in four

phases.

2.

I- Phase

-

50,000 connections before 31.12.2010

II- Phase

-

50,000 connections before 31.03.2011

III-Phase

-

50,000 connections before 30.06.2011

IV-Phase

-

50,000 connections before 30.09.2011

The applications pending for more than 10 years are coming under

Normal and RSFS Rs.10,000 category only.
3.

To implement this scheme and to effect power supply within the

stipulated period, “Online”/”One pole special priority category” has been
introduced which means that
(a)

In the “Online service category”, supply is effected, if the applicants

well/bore well is situated within 30 meters from the existing 3 phase
supply pole; and
(b).

In the “One Pole category”, supply is effected, if the applicants

well/bore well is situated within 70 meters from the existing three phase
supply pole. Cases involving insertion of poles/conversion also shall be
considered under this category only.
4.

Already instructions have been issued to the field officials to inspect

the applications registered upto 31.3.2000, in the first phase to identify all
the eligible applicants and to effect supply under Online/One Pole
category.
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5.

By the above methodology, it is hoped that the supply to 50,000

Nos. upto 31.12.2010 be effected and next 50,000 services will be
effected totaling to 1,00,000 services before 31.3.2011.
6.

The remaining 1,00,000 services will be taken up during 2011-12

and completed before 30.09.2011. as ordered by Government.
7.

The Online/One pole special priority is going to implemented by the

following methods.
a.

Initially the applications registered upto 31.3.2000 is being released

in each Division based on the registration seniority.
b.

The applications are inspected and the eligible online/one pole

applicants will be selected. The applications will be considered only if the
Distribution Transformer capacity is adequate.
c.

30 days notices is being issued to the eligible applicants to produce

necessary documents and to report readiness.
d.

The applicant has to submit the necessary documents and to report

readiness within 30 days. If required further 30 days time extension will
be given. No further time extension will be granted.
e.

If the applicant does not produce documents and to enter

readiness within the stipulated time his case will not be considered under
this special scheme.

His application will be considered under normal

priority as per registration seniority.
f.

The applicant should produce following documents:
i. Latest Village Administrative Officer (VAO) Certificate stating the

agricultural land and the Bore well/ well is owned by the applicant.
ii. Latest sketch showing the location of well/bore well issued by
VAO.
iii. Chitta, Adangal
iv. Patta (or) Registered Sale Deed Document (Pathiram)
v. If the applicants, well/bore well is situated within 100 meters
from the Government well/bore well, then necessary No Objection
Certificate (NOC) is to be obtained from concerned Department.
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vi. If the applicants well/bore well is situated near the river bed
area, canal and project area then necessary NOC is to be obtained from
the concerned Department.
vii. If the applicants case involves transportation of water through
pipe lines, then necessary NOC is to be obtained from concerned
Department and Private Owners.
g.

The applicant has to procure new energy efficient pumpsets with

the Star rating of 4 and above and approved by Bureau of Energy
Efficiency (BEE)
h.

After reporting readiness, necessary estimate will be prepared,

sanctioned and service effected as per the readiness priority.
8.
9.

In the above scheme change of well is not permitted.
Change of SF No. due to resurvey shall be permitted as long as the

well for which application given remains the same.
10.

In cases where representations are received from the applicants

stating that the well for which they had applied are situated in different SF
No. as against the SF No. mentioned in the original applications and that
SF No. was furnished wrongly by the Revenue authority in the
applications, these applications may be considered under online/one pole
extension scheme subject to the production of certificate from Revenue
authorities to the effect that the well for which supply required now is the
same as the one for which supply was preferred.
11.

Name Transfer will be permitted as per existing instructions.

12.

Shifting of service connection effected under the above scheme

shall not be permitted for a period of three years from the date of service
connection or till the date on which the applicant would have got the
service connection under normal priority whichever is earlier.
13.

It is requested to avail the above opportunity under the online/one

pole priority scheme.
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